
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 

The Bar Society at InterContinental Jakarta Pondok Indah is Back! 
This Summer, By The Pool 

 
 
Jakarta, Indonesia (August 2019) – InterContinental Jakarta Pondok Indah was gearing up to 

launch a second Bar Takeover event dubbed The Aqua Pool Party. With a change of pace and scenery, 

the hotel shifted from the previous mysterious allure of a speakeasy into a luxurious poolside paradise. 

Kiki Moka, head bartender of the Union group, returned to craft his signature cocktails alongside 

house mixologist Baonk. The event took place on August 2, 2019 from at the Aqua Lounge & Pool on 

level 8. With this second installment, guests were able to discover a vibrant and tropical evening filled 

with good company, world-class drinks, enticing food, and sensational entertainments. 

 

As the sun set on the week and Friday night began, guests enjoyed the refreshing blends of mixologist 

maestro Kiki Moka.  His staple creations are not only known for being uniquely exotic but also inno-

vative. As Indonesia's First World Class representative and Jakarta bar veteran, Kiki wasn't shy to 

experiment and added his own personal twist to a drink, carefully infusing layers and a story that left 

an unforgettable experience. Accompanying him with upbeat tunes was DJ Nathan along with perfor-

mances by the phenomenal FDJ Tira Haze and DJ Rohin. 

 

Either relaxing weekend mood by lounging on cozy day beds or bean bags by the pool, everyone 

caught a whiff of the aromatic outdoor BBQ and taste the flavors of freshly grilled kebabs and wraps, 

balanced with wholesome power bowls and delectable ice cream before grabbing drinks by the cocktail 

bar for signature rum and tequila concoctions with a tropical twist. The evening was upgraded with a 

poolside VIP bottle service complete with an allocated premium area and other exclusive benefits.  

 

Complementing the sultry summer ambiance were two rounds of fashion shows lead by Udaka, a 

clothing brand for swim surf wear based in Bali and designed by Yunita Harun. The different tones and 

prints incorporated are inspired by colors found in sunny skies, beautiful beaches and ocean views. 

The Bar Society has been a continuous event held by InterContinental Jakarta Pondok Indah. 
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